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Summary Although variation in the KIT gene is a common cause of white spotting among

domesticated animals, KIT has not been implicated in the diverse white spotting observed in

the dog. Here, we show that a loss-of-function mutation in KIT recapitulates the coat color

phenotypes observed in other species. A spontaneous white spotting observed in a pedigree

of German Shepherd dogs was mapped by linkage analysis to a single locus on CFA13

containing KIT (pairwise LOD = 15). DNA sequence analysis identified a novel 1-bp

insertion in the second exon that co-segregated with the phenotype. The expected frameshift

and resulting premature stop codons predicted a severely truncated c-Kit receptor with

presumably abolished activity. No dogs homozygous for the mutation were recovered from

multiple intercrosses (P = 0.01), suggesting the mutation is recessively embryonic lethal.

These observations are consistent with the effects of null alleles of KIT in other species.
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Introduction

Piebald is a pattern of non-pigmentation and white spotting

in mammals. The white spotting is caused by defects in the

development and survival of melanoblasts, the neural-crest-

derived precursors of pigment-producing melanocytes

(reviewed in Jackson 1994; Steingrı́msson et al. 2006). The

genes responsible for white spotting typically influence

multiple developmental processes and instruct various cell

types; thus, they tend to be pleiotropic, often with deleterious

effects. Across species, white spotting can be associated with

anemia, deafness, mast cell deficiency, infertility, aganglionic

megacolon and memory deficits (Jackson 1994). Artificial

selection for white spotting presumably enriches for genes

and alleles that avoid or resolve such adverse effects.

Artificial selection has produced many diverse coat colors

in the dog that have been selectively bred for centuries, with

distinctive patterns often serving as breed-defining hall-

marks. Extensive variation in white spotting exists across

breeds, with much of the phenotypic variation attributable

to MITF (Karlsson et al. 2007), a master regulator of

melanoblast migration and survival. KIT, encoding an

essential component in the same melanogenesis pathway

as MITF, is responsible for white spotting patterns in many

mammals, including the pig (Marklund et al. 1998), horse

(Brooks & Bailey 2005; Haase et al. 2007), human (Giebel &

Spritz 1991), cow (Reinsch et al. 1999) and cat (Cooper

et al. 2006). Interestingly, KIT has not been implicated in

coat color phenotypes in the dog. Several genetic studies

viewed KIT as a strong candidate for white spotting patterns

but subsequently excluded the gene (Metallinos et al. 1998;

van Hagen et al. 2004). The conspicuous absence of KIT

variation in white spotting in the dog suggests that the

biology of KIT may be modified in this species, such that

thresholds for phenotypic effect have been altered.

Here, we show that KIT governs the dominant white

spotting phenotype that spontaneously arose in a pedigree

of German Shepherd dogs. The pattern includes white

markings on the face, ventral abdomen, feet and tip of the

tail, similar to the patterns observed in other species. We

mapped this occurrence by linkage to a region encompass-

ing canine KIT, and we identified an insertion that causes a

frameshift early in the open reading frame.

Materials and methods

DNA, pedigree and phenotyping

The German Shepherd pedigree segregating the phenotype

(Fig. 1) was ascertained through the breeder of the
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proband. Blood and buccal swab samples from 135 pedigree

members were converted to genomic DNA using standard

methods (Bell et al. 1981; Oberbauer et al. 2003). The white

spotting phenotype was qualitatively scored from photo-

graphs. Hearing was tested by electrophysiological record-

ings of the brainstem auditory evoked response (BAER)

according to a previously described protocol (Strain et al.

1991).

Genotyping

DNA samples were genotyped using CA-repeat markers that

were previously screened during assembly of a comprehen-

sive canine linkage map (Wong et al. 2010). The set

consisted of 143 markers selected to provide 20-cM sex-

averaged spacing. If this first screen proved insufficient,

additional markers were in abeyance to be applied to any

gaps in coverage. The markers are described in Table S1,

and their physical distribution is shown in Fig. S1. Markers

for ensuring coverage, fine-mapping and haplotype analyses

were available through DOGSET, an online database of

in silico markers for the dog that computationally mines

microsatellite loci with perfect CA repeats (n � 12 units)

from the reference genome (Wong & Neff 2009). Because

the Mendelian phenotype was successfully mapped in the

primary screen, no additional markers were needed to

address holes in genome coverage. Microsatellite markers

were amplified by multiplex PCR using a previously

described M13-tailed primer protocol (Oetting et al. 1995).

Amplicons were separated by capillary electrophoresis and

detected by fluorescence using ABI 3730 instruments

(Applied Biosystems). Genotypes were automatically scored

and manually verified with GENEMAPPER 4.0 (Applied

Biosystems).

DNA sequencing

Annotated exons (www.ensembl.org) were interrogated

for polymorphism by fluorescence-based DNA resequenc-

ing of PCR products. Site-specific primers for resequencing

were downloaded from DOGSET (Wong & Neff 2009) and

synthesized with T3 and T7 primer sequences appended

to the 5′ ends of the forward and reverse oligonucleotides,

respectively, to facilitate direct sequencing of amplicons.

The BIGDYE TERMINATOR v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied

Biosystems) was used to prepare product for analysis on

ABI 3730 instruments. Sequence data were analyzed for

variants using SNPDETECTOR (Zhang et al. 2005).

Computation and data analysis

Genotypes were screened for Mendelian inheritance using

PEDCHECK (O’Connell & Weeks 1998). LOD scores were

calculated using the twopoint option of CRI-MAP (Green

1990). SIMWALK was used to assess phase and haplotypic

configurations (Sobel & Lange 1996). The chi-square test

was used to assess statistical significance with the null

hypothesis of expected genotypic ratios (1:2:1) for inter-

cross progeny. Fisher’s exact test was used to calculate the

P-value for phenotype:genotype association.

Results

The proband, a female German Shepherd dog of purebred

ancestry, was born to traditionally colored parents and was

the only puppy with unusual white markings in a litter of

four. The pattern of non-pigmentation was reminiscent of

piebaldism – the dog’s forelock and chest were white, and

the feet and tail were white-tipped. The markings were

Figure 1 Pedigree segregating the spontaneous white spotting. Dogs with white spotting are denoted by solid black symbols. The proband is

indicated in red and is represented twice for diagrammatic purposes. The German Shepherd bloodline was managed by private breeders interested in

propagating the phenotype and hence the preferential breeding of spotted dogs. Litters from three intercrosses, informative for inferring a recessive

lethal phenotype, are enclosed in dashed-line boxes.
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mostly symmetrical, but the boundaries of white patches

were often irregular. The initial cross was repeated four

times, but failed to produce any other offspring with white

spotting (i.e., 38 normal sibs). This result was consistent

with a de novo mutation event.

The proband produced mixed litters when crossed to

unrelated normal sires, suggesting an autosomal dominant

mode, which was supported by the outcomes of subsequent

crosses (Fig. 1). Offspring with the pattern were similar in

appearance to the proband, and although there was

noticeable variation in the amount of white spotting and

in the degree of symmetry of markings (Fig. 2), there was no

evidence of segregating modifiers; no discernible systematic

differences were observed in the white spotting phenotype of

progeny from litters produced by outcrossing. Spotted

offspring appeared to be healthy and exhibited normal

hearing, as assayed by BAER (Fig. S2).

Genome-wide mapping and mutation discovery

A collection of 143 microsatellite markers spanning the

genome (Table S1, Fig. S1) was genotyped on 95 pedigree

members, and the resulting data were analyzed for linkage.

A single linked locus was detected on CFA13 (two-point

LOD = 15, recombination fraction = 0.03; Fig. 3). Twelve

representative microsatellite loci spanning 10 Mb from the

mapped region (CFA13:46.0–56.2 Mb, canFam2) were

chosen to track the ancestral haplotype upon which the

de novo 1-bp insertion occurred (Table S2). Genotyping

localized discrete crossovers and refined the interval by

haplotype analysis. All white-spotted dogs shared an

identical-by-descent haplotype that could be traced to the

sire of the proband (Fig. 4).

The fine-mapped region (CFA13:49.5–51.7 Mb; which

included KIT) is the canine ortholog of the classic dominant

white (W) locus in the mouse. DNA sequencing of exons

revealed a 1-bp insertion of an adenine 70 bases down-

stream of the beginning of exon 2 (Fig. S3). Subsequent

genotyping showed that the insertion was perfectly associ-

ated with the phenotype (64 spotted dogs and 31 normal

littermates; P < 0.001). The mutation was a de novo event –

observed in the proband but absent in both parents.

Functional inference

The insertion occurred in codon 47 (of 976 codons) and

was expected to produce a frameshift with the first

downstream premature stop at codon 57. Consequently,

the allele was predicted to produce a severely truncated

product (55/974 amino acid residues; Fig. S4). Given

previous characterizations of c-Kit, the mutant protein

was likely to be non-functional, implying that the dominant

white spotting resulted from haploinsufficiency.

Because KIT is an essential gene, offspring having

homozygous null alleles were predicted to be nonviable. Of

23 progeny produced from intercrosses, none were geno-

typically homozygous for the insertion. The absence of

homozygotes in the F2 was significant (P = 0.01): it

suggested that the insertion and resulting frameshift were

recessive lethal, causing early embryonic death.

(a)

(d) (e) (f)

(b) (c)

Figure 2 The white spotting phenotype.

A normal (a) and two white-spotted German

Shepherd dogs (b and c) are shown. The minor

white patch on the chest of the dog shown

in (a) is independent of the KIT mutation. (d)

A white-spotted puppy shows the character-

istic markings, with white forelock, muzzle,

chest, ventral abdomen, collar and tip of the

tail. The expressivity of the trait is reflected in

the comparison of a pair of adult dogs (b and

c) and a different pair of puppies (e and f).
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Discussion

We have found that a dominant white spotting pattern in

the dog stemmed from a putative null allele of KIT. The

molecular basis of the phenotype can be leveraged from

earlier studies of white spotting in other mammals, most

notably from the classical genetics of the mouse (reviewed in

Jackson 1994). Historically, the W locus (i.e., KIT) was

among several genes (e.g., MITF, SOX10 and PAX3) that

produced dominant white spotting patterns. These genes

govern multiple developmental processes, with melano-

genesis consistently being the most sensitive to dosage

effects. KIT-based spotting in the German Shepherd dogs

parallels the phenotypic outcomes of null alleles ofW, where

haploinsufficiency reduces c-Kit signaling, causing defects in

the proliferation, migration and survival of neural-crest-

derived melanoblasts. This deficit results in areas of the skin

being devoid of melanocytes and thus non-pigmented. The

de novo mutation in KIT has the same threshold effects on

melanogenesis that are observed in other species.

Figure 3 Multipoint LOD for region of

CFA13. The LOD score is plotted on the y-

axis; the x-axis plots the physical coordinates

from canFam2.

(a) (b)

Figure 4 The KIT frameshift mutation haplo-

type analysis. (a) Fine-mapped region of

CFA13 with physical coordinates (canFam2.0)

of marker loci. (b) Haplotypic configuration of

marker alleles for the parents and proband.
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Pleiotropism

Studies of white spotting in the mouse have shown that the

genes responsible can have deleterious effects. Murine KIT

mutations, for instance, can cause anemia, deafness, mast

cell deficiency, infertility and memory deficits. White

spotting patterns in the dog historically have been associ-

ated with a low-penetrance syndromic deafness, similar to

the deafness observed in the mouse. This defect is now

understood to result from a stochastic failure of melano-

blasts to colonize the stria vascularis of the inner ear (Steel

& Barkway 1989; Price & Fisher 2001). MITF, the major

white spotting locus in the dog (Karlsson et al. 2007), may

contribute to the risk of deafness in mostly white dogs. We

did not observe any deleterious effects of the mutation in the

German Shepherd dogs.

Interestingly, null alleles of KIT cause milder phenotypes

than do hypomorphic mutations (e.g., within the juxta-

membrane or tyrosine kinase domains depicted in Fig. S4),

at least in the mouse (Jackson 1994; Steingrı́msson et al.

2006). This observation may be explained by the fact that

c-Kit dimerizes upon activation by ligand (i.e., KITLG, KIT

ligand; also called stem cell factor or SCF) and thus affords a

dominant-negative effect. The 1-bp insertion in KIT in the

German Shepherd dogs predicts that <6% of the native

peptide sequence is produced. The truncated product is

unlikely to interact with wild-type product and thus may

confer milder phenotypes. The German Shepherd KIT allele

has the same effect as deletion alleles in the mouse, both in

the hemizygous (i.e., dominant white spotting) and in the

homozygous (i.e., recessive lethal) states. This suggests that

in the dog (as in the mouse), as little as 40% of signaling

activity from the receptor tyrosine kinase may be sufficient

for KIT-dependent processes other than melanogenesis

(Pielberg et al. 2002).

Expressivity of white spotting

The variable expressivity of the white spotting pattern was

considerable (Fig. 2), and it could result either from

stochastic developmental processes or from heritable vari-

ation. Pavan et al. (1995) exploited the variable expressivity

of piebald mice to identify modifiers that were attributable to

strain background differences (Dunn & Charles 1937). A

similar approach in the dog could identify additional

variants segregating in the German Shepherd dog, which

interact genetically with the KIT allele.

Efficient scanning set for canine linkage analysis

Mendelian traits and diseases are effectively mapped in the

dog using linkage analysis. This approach plays to the

strengths of canine pedigrees, which typically include

multiple generations of extant dogs, relatively large litter

(sibship) sizes and ascertainment by the breeder (Neff & Rine

2006). These familial attributes conferred mapping power

to the study reported here. The comprehensive canine

linkage map (Wong et al. 2010) enabled multipoint anal-

ysis. The observed negative LOD scores (Table S1), which

are common in multipoint linkage, reflect a well-powered

experiment. A negative LOD score indicates greater support

for a marker being unlinked (null hypothesis) to the

phenotype than for showing evidence of linkage (thus, the

ratio is <1 and the LOD is <0). By convention, a LOD <�2

represents statistical significance for excluding regions in

candidate gene studies. Thus, if sufficient mapping power

were obtained, most of the genome would yield a negative

LOD score when mapping a Mendelian trait. It should be

noted, however, that the observed number of recombination

events between adjacent markers and a causal mutation

may not reflect actual genetic distance owing to insufficient

genotype data or genotyping errors. In these cases, likeli-

hood of the multipoint ‘model’ may be less than the null

model and also produce a negative LOD. Nonetheless, the

results reported here reflect a well-powered linkage study.

Themarker set assembled for this study enabled an efficient

linkage analysis of a pedigree of 96 dogs in <1 week. The cost

of the entire analysis was less than that of assaying a single

fixed SNP array on a minimal sample set of 12 dogs. The

microsatellite-based linkage scanning set is thus a reasonable

approach for studying a raremutation that segregates within

a pedigree and for mapping de novo mutations that have not

yet become broadly distributed in a breed gene pool.
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